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The following day, the old woman’s grieving hall was set up in the Sue family’s vacation 

home. Lots of people who became aware of it hurried to the vacation home one after 

another to see the old woman off. 

After the Sue family members took over the project in the west of the city, they did not 

cooperate with the others anymore. They were still pleasant before, so many people came 

to the Sue familys’ manor. 

In front of others, Harvey’s efficiency was still as outstanding as yesterday. His eyes were red 

and also inflamed, and also he looked very unfortunate. When it comes to the source of the 

old woman’s fatality, it was likewise the recurrence of her old disease. 

The outsiders really felt that this matter was really abrupt, it was common for the old 

woman, at her age, to have such a mishap. This was an inner matter of the Sue family, and 

the outsiders did not ask regarding it. 

Samuel was dressed in black and also stood outside the rental property. He did not also 

have the certifications to put on anesthesia since this vacation home came from Harvey. 

Harvey did not also allow him to get in the rental property. 

He was so bored that Samuel could only silently watch Harvey’s efficiency. 

After the old woman’s fatality, Harvey became the chairman of the Sue family members. He 

was the biggest recipient. Since she passed away so instantly, it was impossible to say that 

there was no factor. 

Samuel thought that this matter must have something to do with Harvey, however 

regrettably, he had no evidence at hand, so he can do nothing regarding it. 

The Sue family members was under his control. Most likely, Yvonne would not have a good 

life in the future. 

Just as he was thinking about it, Samuel’s phone called. 



Samuel took the call as well as said, “I have not had time to go shopping with you in the 

past couple of days.” 

Tian Ling’ emergency room understood the news of the Old Madam’s fatality. This phone 

call was not to prompt Samuel to shop with her, however due to the fact that she was really 

interested concerning exactly how the Old Madam unexpectedly passed away. 

She was still full of strength and also vigor when they satisfied yesterday. Even if she had 

actually been critically ill, he could not have died so swiftly. 

” Why did Old Madam unexpectedly die?” Tian Ling’ emergency room asked. 

Yvonne had actually already advised Samuel concerning her uncertainty of the Beautiful 

family members, so he wouldn’t tell Tian Ling’ emergency room about it. He also knew what 

the effects would certainly be if the Beautiful family found out about it. 

Obviously, one advantage was that the Heavenly Family members would find the culprit 

behind this. Nevertheless, the Sue family members would most definitely not be able to 

birth the repercussions. 

How could the Heavenly Household let the Sue family off given that they dared to tarnish 

Tian Ling’ er? 

” I’m uncertain. Currently I even could not experience the door of the Sue family members’s 

suite,” Samuel said. 

On the other end of the line, Tian Ling’ emergency room heard this and also might not help 

yet smile. The more the Sue household turned down Samuel, the much better it would 

certainly be for her. 

” Considering that you have absolutely nothing to do, come to my residence. Grandfather 

Wang came early in the early morning and also is still in the research study with Grandpa. I 

do not recognize what he is talking about,” said Tian Ling’ er. 

Wang Mao? 

He and also Tian Changsheng were good friends, so it was regular for friends to discuss the 

old days. However, given Wang Mao’s personality, should not he concentrate on chess after 

shedding? Why would he waste time on Tian Changsheng? 



” Although I can not go into the vacation home, I can’t leave just like that. Possibly another 

day,” Samuel stated. 

Tian Ling’ emergency room pouted. “Why is this guy so immoral to remain in the Sue 

family? Is Yvonne truly so wonderful?” 

In terms of look as well as figure, Tian Ling’ emergency room did not believe that she would 

certainly shed to Yvonne. She was still young as well as her body was in the development 

stage. Maybe in the future, her figure would certainly be much better than Yvonne’s. 

What a blind man. Can’t you see an ability like me? 

” I won’t speak to you any type of longer. Grandfather has actually appeared.” Tian Ling’ 

emergency room hung up the phone as she spoke. She lowered her head as well as checked 

out her very own bust. She believed in her heart that if it were larger, it may be able to 

attract Samuel. 

” Master Tian, I’ll leave this to you. You have to help me locate a means,” Wang Mao claimed 

to Tian Changsheng before he left. 

” Grandfather Wang, make sure.” 

“Ling’emergency room, you’re such a good girl. Grandpa Wang forgot to bring you a 

present this time around. I’ll make it approximately you following time,” Wang Mao said as 

he walked towards the door. 

“Grandfather Wang, you said so last time,” Tian Ling’er stated with a smile. 

Wang Mao hurried out of the door without recalling. 

 


